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Abstract 
 
Our main purpose of this project is to experiment and program a VST synthesizer plug-in 
which can be used to model and create sounds through a host application in a computer. 
In this report, we firstly present the history of the synthesizers. Secondly, we explain and 
discuss the requirements and “must-know” parts of a typical synthesizer. We then 
compare the analogue synthesis and digital synthesis and explain the differences between 
them. After that, the two leading parts of a VST synthesizer; ‘MIDI’ (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) and ‘VST’ (Virtual Studio Technology) are analyzed to certain extend. 
As the final part, we spell out the design/ implementation of our VST synthesizer plug-in 
and the explanation of our source codes will also be seen.
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Introduction 
 
Since the beginning of mankind, music has been one of the most influential parts of our 
society. As mankind and societies keep evolving, music and musical instrument have 
been following the same path. In the beginning, musical instruments were made from 
simple materials and shaped in a way that they can produce some unique sounds. After 
the invention of electricity though, the electronic instruments (instruments which produce 
sound while they are powered by electricity) have been introduced to the art of music.  
 
Music had been created only by the real musical instruments such as piano, guitar, 
trumpet and drums etc. until people discovered sound synthesis. From that time, 
synthesizers are taking a role in creating of music. 
 
Synthesizers are electronic instruments which create complex sounds by combining 
sound waves of simple waveform that are oscillating periodically through time. The main 
idea of synthesizers has been studied a lot in the musical history, and many experimental 
synthesizers had been existed through time. In 1969, synthesizers took the commercially 
available form with the creation of the Mini-Moog and they opened a new chapter in the 
music’s era. Synthesizers have been used mainly in many kinds of music and have been 
the reason for the creation of newer kinds of music. 
 
Synthesizers were only in the physical forms until 1996, but German musical equipments 
and Software Company called Steinberg introduced VST (Virtual Studio Technology) 
and it came into the market. VST is a standard that has been created in order to help the 
synchronization of programs and their functions using the MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) technology; a protocol that allows the user to connect and control 
computers with MIDI instruments. VST can be used in order to create sounds and music 
as an alternative to its counterparts. For instance, a VST synthesizer has all of the 
functions which its corresponding synthesizer does, but a VST synthesizer resides inside 
the user’s computer unless the user wish to use to an external physical controller. VST 
synthesizers can be found as part of a sequencing (host) program or as VST plug-ins.  
 
As music lovers, the members of the group have been listening to music within different 
kinds of genre: from classical to electronic music. And we are interested in tools for 
creation of modern music; namely ‘synthesizers’, or more precisely; ‘VST synthesizers’. 
Furthermore, we have always been curious about inside the black box of a VST 
synthesizer plug-in. As the popularity of VST keeps growing, our curiosity about how to 
model and create sounds by using a VST plug-in has also been doubled. Our goal is to 
experiment, model and program a VST synthesizer plug-in for the purpose of creating 
sounds and making music. 
 
We will study and discuss about the requirements for modeling a VST synthesizer plug-
in and explain how a VST synthesizer works, as the first half of this report. At the second 
half, we will present the source codes we used for the implementation of our VST 
synthesizer and give the explanations for the codes. However, the theory part will be 
minimal as we would like to focus on the programming part.   
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Problem Formulation 
 
The first main question we desire to answer in this project is how to model and create 
sounds through a VST synthesizer plug-in which allows the user to generate, edit and 
manipulate sounds through a computer in a virtual environment. The second main 
question is how functionalities of VST can be used in modeling of sounds. 
 
In order to answer the main questions, we think that we first need to give answers to 
some sub-questions which are a must know for modeling a VST synthesizer. These 
questions are: 
 
- What is VST? 
- What is Midi? 
- What is a synthesizer and what are its functions? 
- Which are the minimum requirements in order to implement a VST synthesizer? 
 
After answering these four sub-questions, the answers to the main questions will be more 
understandable and reasonable for the reader. 
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Motivation/Aim of the project 
 
As the spectrum of music is expanding and more and more genre of music are being 
introduced as time passes, we found ourselves very much interested in music that is 
produced mainly by electronic music equipments and computers. We have tried using 
electronic equipments for creating music i.e. DJ turntables, CDJ, mixers, VST plug-ins 
and host applications such as ‘Cubase’ and ‘Ableton’. We have always been fascinated 
by the capability of VST synthesizers. However, we never had a chance to peep into the 
technology behind the VST synthesizers. The combination of our curiosity in this 
technology and our interest in programming has given us the motivation to study, model 
and implement a VST synthesizer. Through this project, we wish to get a better 
understanding of the whole VST technology and also to learn how to implement such 
VST plug-ins. 
 
The aim of our project is to study how to model and create sounds through a VST 
synthesizer and implementing of it. We will experiment with sound and sound effect 
modeling through the experiments of VST plug-ins.  
 
In spite of the fact that our focus is in the programming part, we will try to give the reader 
all of the necessary information that should be aware in order to understand the concept 
of synthesizers, MIDI technology and VST.  
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Methods  
 
The implementation of the VST technology has been done mostly in C++ programming 
language and there is a non-commercial package of C++ classes published by Steinberg 
that can help programmers to implement their own plug-ins. 
 
In this project, we will attempt to model and implement a VST synthesizer plug-in in 
JAVA programming language simply because we only have knowledge in JAVA. To do 
so, ‘jVSTwRapper’ tools (http://jvstwrapper.sourceforge.net/) will allow us to write the 
source codes in JAVA by wrapping the original Steinberg’s C++ classes.  
 
According to the author of the website mentioned above, these wrapper classes are 
precisely the same as the native ones made by Steinberg for the VST standard and the 
performance is almost the same as well. Because of the wrapping procedure, the CPU 
usage of VST plug-ins made by using the jVSTwRapper is only 1-2 % more in 
comparison to native C++ plug-ins.  
 
 
Target Group 
 
As this project is mainly about modeling and programming a VST plug-in and our source 
codes are written in JAVA, the reader needs to have sufficient knowledge in JAVA in 
order to understand the report 100%. Despite being having adequate information on the 
theory part such as synthesizers, MIDI and VST etc., we do not explain some details of 
“computer science expressions”. Thus, this report is suitable for the readers who have 
computer programming background. For this type of readers, this report can be used as a 
guide/example of a VST synthesizer implementation (it can also be useful for 
programmers that use C++ to implement their plug-ins, as the classes we have used are 
identical to the native C++ ones that have been published by Steinberg). On the other 
hand, this report will give general understanding of a VST synthesizer to the readers with 
no programming background.  
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Synthesizers                
                                                                 
The history of synthesizers  
 
One of the most popular electronic instruments is the synthesizer. The word “Synthesize” 
came from the Greek word “συνθεση (syn-thesi)” which means “put together”. That 
also makes sense because a synthesizer is a device that generates sound by putting 
together the things that make up a sound.  
 
Analog sound synthesis precedes digital sound synthesis which actually is relatively 
recent phenomenon. Theoretically, the development of analog sound synthesis began in 
1807 when Jean Baptiste Fouruer described how any periodic waveform could be broken 
down into a number of sound waves. Electronic sound synthesis began in 1897 when 
Thaddeus Cahill patented the first significant electronic musical instrument 
‘Telharmonium’.  But the actual working model was not presented to the public until 
1907 and it weighted an astonishing 200 tons. After this, a number of devices which 
made significant contributions to the creation of sound electronically include ‘Theremin’ 
(1907), ‘Ondes Martinot’ (1928), ‘Hammond’ tonewheel organ (1935) and some others. 
However, it was not possible to produce a wide range of sounds using a single instrument 
until the development of RCA (Radio Corporation of America) synthesizer in 1956. “The 
RCA synth featured a programmable sound controller in the form of a punched paper roll 
and the manner in which it synthesized its sounds was an early example of subtractive 
(one type of analogue synthesis) synthesis.” 1  
 
 
       
(Left: RCA,  Right: Clavivox) 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
1
 Simon Millward : Users’ Guide to Sound Synthesis with VST instruments page 26  
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Later in 1956, the synthesizer called ‘Clavivox’ was created. This one had the privilege 
of a keyboard (similar to the piano keyboard). Two years later, the ‘Circuit Machine’ was 
invented and it had a sequencer (an electronic device that digitally stores sound for 
modification and playback through a synthesizer) in it. In 1959, Raymond Scott created 
‘Electronium’: a synthesizer that had workstations on it. 
 
The basis of the modern sound synthesis was introduced by Robert Moog in 1964 by 
developing the idea of voltage-controlled synthesis using voltage-controlled oscillators, 
amplifiers and filters. In 1965, Moog built the first ‘Moog’ synthesizer and the first 
commercially available synthesizer was released in 1968 and called ‘Moog Modular’. 
The ‘Buchla’ synthesizers came out in the same period and they were analog and hybrid.  
A big step towards the big revolution in synthesizers, ‘Mini Moog’ followed quickly in 
1969. Not only because ‘Mini Moog’ was the world’s first truly portable sound 
synthesizer, also because it was the first affordable synthesizer (since all the others they 
were in experimental phase and were expensive projects) with the two performance-
wheels: the pitch-bend and modulation wheel. Since then, all upcoming synthesizers were 
created by following the ‘Mini Moog’ type but of course with some more advanced 
technological options. 
 
(The Mini Moog) 
 
 
Sound synthesis implementations were largely analog in nature until 1973 when John 
Chowning laid the foundations for the digital sound synthesis in his paper about FM 
(Frequency Modulation) sound synthesis. Digital synthesis and using computers for 
musical purposes began with New England Digital ‘Synclavier’ in 1975 and the Fairlight 
CMI (Computer Musical Instrument) was released in 1979.  
 
The latest huge innovation in the history of synthesizers is the creation of the virtual 
representation of them on computer screens with the VST (Virtual Studio Technology). 
Synthesizers were only in physical forms until ‘Steinberg’ (a German musical equipment 
and software company) introduced VST for their ‘Cubase’ VST MIDI+Audio sequencing 
software in 1996. Since then, VST instruments have been in the market and they have 
been conquering the music world. With the huge break of MIDI (Musical Instrument 
Digital Interface) technology, lots of companies focused on the creation of synthesizers 
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that can be used in a VST environment either as a part of sequencing program or as an 
external VST plug-in.   
 
 
 
(VST Representation of Moog Modular) 
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Analog synthesis and Digital synthesis 
 
Digital synthesis has grown throughout the late 20th century and into the 21st century. 
However, the ‘analog’ sound is still very much on demand and roots of many digital 
synthesis techniques are found in the analogue tradition. These types of synthesis include 
additive, subtractive, AM (Amplitude Modulation) and ring modulation. Some of the 
newer sound synthesis are exclusively digital in nature and only be achieved by using 
digital techniques. These are FM (Frequency Modulation), physical modeling, wave 
shaping, granular synthesis and digital sampling. Wavetable and S&S (sample and 
synthesis) techniques are known as hybrid sound synthesis.   
 
“The terms ‘analog synthesis’ and ‘digital synthesis’ are commonly associated with 
specific kinds of timbres (“waveshape” or “waveform”). Analog sounds are often 
described as being ‘fat’, ‘big’, ‘warm’ and ‘resonant’, while digital sounds are often 
described as being ‘clean’, ‘bright’, ‘sparkling’ and ‘accurate’.” 2 However, recent digital 
synthesis instruments are programmed that they can replicate analog behavior.  
 
The difference between analog synthesis and digital synthesis is the way the sounds are 
generated. Analog synthesis uses ‘voltages and currents’ in order to create audio and 
control signals directly, but digital synthesis uses ‘numerical data’ to represent these 
audio and control signals. For example, in analog synthesis, the wave form of a sound is 
represented by an electronic signal, whereas in digital synthesis, the wave form of a 
sound is represented by a series of numbers which measure the characteristics of the 
signals in discrete steps.  
 
Since sound is in wave form, the basic component in a synthesizer is a wave-maker called 
‘oscillator’ or ‘VCO’ (Voltage-Controlled Oscillator). VCO produces waves by nothing 
but variations in voltage. They are the electrical analogs of sound waves that travel 
through the air. Because these electrical analogs are produced and manipulated by the 
synthesizer, this type of synthesis is called ‘analog synthesis’.  
 
As mentioned above, generating sounds in a digital synthesizer begins with a series of 
numbers instead of actual electrical waves. These numbers represent a wave and are 
stored in memory. The amplitude (the height) of the wave at a certain point in its cycle is 
represented by each number. The microprocessor the synthesizer reads the numbers from 
memory one by one, and sends them out to be assembled into a wave. The frequency of 
the wave is determined by the speed at which the numbers are sent out. This is the 
counterpart to the function of VCO and some digital instruments actually use the label 
‘DCO’ (Digitally Controlled Oscillator). This type of synthesis is called ‘digital 
synthesis’. Because it is electrical current that runs a loudspeaker and as the numbers are 
not directly analogous to the vibrations of a sound signal in air, the numbers must be 
converted into voltages at some point before we can hear the synthesized sounds. ‘DAC’ 
(Digital to Analog Converter) is responsible for accomplishing such process.  
 
________________________________________________ 
2
 Simon Millward : Users’ Guide to Sound Synthesis with VST instruments page 27 
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The numbers that a digital synthesizer uses to represent a wave are separate, discrete 
steps, and they are produced at separate, discrete interval of time. Therefore, the wave 
form that DAC produces actually resembles a staircase, rather than the smooth 
continuous form of the analog synthesizer. 
 
                   
__________________________________________ 
Pictures taken from John F.Eiche: What’s a synthesizer p.33 
 
Since a digital wave looks different from an analog wave, it also sounds different. It gives 
additional high harmonics because of the sharp corners of the “steps”. The wave can be 
“smoothed out” by removing those harmonics with a filter. Different wave forms can be 
produced by generating different combinations of numbers.    
 
Most synthesizers commercially available (including all software synthesizers) nowadays 
are essentially digital synthesizers. However, many synthesis instruments can be 
described as digital models for analog systems.  
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The essentials of a synthesizer 
 
In the following session we will discuss how modern synthesizers work and what the 
essential parts of the synthesizer do. We can divide the part of a synthesizer in three 
categories: a) The Sound Generator (incl. Oscillators and Noise) b) The Sound Modifiers 
(incl. Filters and Amplifier) and c) The Control Voltage Sources (incl. LFO, keyboard, 
envelope generator, sequencer and sample and hold). 
 
Before we start discussing some details about these parts, we should first mention how a 
synthesizer works. When we press a key on the synthesizer’s keyboard, we send a 
message to the oscillator to produce a sound wave. This sound wave oscillates through 
time (periodic waveform) and produces a series of clicks. If the oscillations are slow, we 
can only hear the clicks, but if they are fast, we can hear what we preserve as pitch. 
Pitches are also called frequencies and are counted in Hz (due to the fact that they 
represent oscillations per time unit). The frequencies a human ear can detect are at 20 Hz 
(20 oscillations per second) to 20.000 Hz (20.000 oscillations per second). 
                                                                                                                                                                               
 
The Periodic oscillation of a soundwave 
 
If a Low Frequency Oscillator (LFO) is applied to the audible frequency, sub-audio 
frequencies (below 20 Hz) are being produced as well. The human ear can not detect 
these signals, but it can detect the effect that they have on the frequency we hear.   
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The Sound Generators 
 
Oscillators 
As mentioned before, the pitch we hear is blend of oscillations of a sound wave per 
second, which means the most vital part of a synthesizer is the oscillators. An oscillator is 
an electronic or digital device that produces sound waves. Oscillators are often mentioned 
as VCO (Voltage Controlled Oscillator) or DCO (Digitally Controlled Oscillator). 
Oscillators are used for generating periodic waveforms of given amplitude and frequency 
(or pitch) that can be used as sound sources in a synthesizer. Frequency is measured in 
hertz and it is the number of time the oscillator oscillates per second. Amplitude is a 
measure of the level at which how much the oscillator oscillates. An oscillator can 
generate different types of waveforms, which the have a different impact in the way that a 
pitch sounds. Some of the most well-known waveforms are as the following: 
 
a) The Sine waveform: This waveform is based upon the mathematical sine 
function.  This type of waveform is periodic i.e. it repeats in a continuous cycle at a fixed 
frequency and does not evolve over time. The oscillator produces a signal that its voltage 
rises and falls smoothly. An audio sine wave has no harmonics but only the fundamental 
frequency. The sine wave sounds very pure and muted. 
b) The Square waveform: A wave with 50% of the oscillations. A periodic sound 
wave which contains all the odd-numbered harmonics in the natural harmonic series with 
the level of each harmonic at 1/n (n = the harmonic number) that of the fundamental. For 
example: the third harmonic at 1/3rd the amplitude of the fundamental, the fifth at 1/5th 
the amplitude of the fundamental. A square wave is harmonically richer than a simple 
sine wave. It has a rich, woody and mellow sound which resembles that of a clarinet. 
c) The Triangle waveform: A periodic sound wave which contains all the odd-
numbered harmonics in the natural harmonic series with the level of each harmonic at 
1/n2 (n = the harmonic number) that of the fundamental. The oscillator produces a signal 
that rises and falls smoothly with a sharp corner on the extreme points. An audio triangle 
wave has only a few harmonics with very low frequencies. The sound of a triangle wave 
is between the sounds of a sine and a square wave and it has a simple, ‘rounded’ tone 
which resembles that of an organ.  
d) The Sawtooth waveform: A periodic sound wave which contains all the 
harmonics in the natural harmonic series with the level of each harmonic at 1/n (n = the 
harmonic number) that of the fundamental. The oscillator produces a signal, which rises 
smoothly, and then it falls suddenly back to the starting point and vise versa. A sawtooth 
wave contains all the harmonics, and therefore it has a bright and sharp ‘brass-like’ tone. 
e) The Pulse waveform: This is a variation of the square wave. A periodic sound 
wave which contains odd-numbered harmonics similar to a square wave but with certain 
harmonics in the series missing. A pulse wave is distinguished by its pulse width (the 
length of time) for which the signal is in the positive (or compression) part of its one 
complete cycle. This is normally expressed as a percentage of one complete cycle. For 
example, pulse (25%) means that the wave has a pulse width of 25% i.e. it is in its “high” 
position 1/4 of the time of each cycle. A pulse wave has significantly more high 
frequency energy than an ordinary square wave. Thus, it produces rather aggressive, 
‘buzzing’ tone.  
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    Soundwave forms 
 
In some cases, it is possible to use more than one oscillator in order to create different 
sound waves. If these two oscillators are tuned to different frequencies, we can notice the 
pitch complexity in the sound. There are no rules how oscillator waves can be mixed or 
what their amplitude should be. It is all up to the users taste or hearing. Though there is 
the possibility of synchronizing different oscillations. Using the synch control on the 
synthesizer can do these. When the synch control is activated (in case that we have two 
oscillators), it sets one oscillator to be the master oscillator and the other to be the slave 
oscillator. The slave oscillator is forced to reset and start again its circle whenever the 
master oscillator starts its circle. That way we are getting the same pitch from both 
oscillators, but depending on the waveforms, we get some smaller harmonics.  
 
About Pitch 
A synthesizer keyboard has usually 4 to 5 octaves (or less), because we do not need more 
octaves since we can adjust the oscillators signal. The A above the middle C on a 
synthesizers keyboard is mostly design to be at 440 Hz while and octave above is at 880 
Hz and at 220 HZ an octave below.   
 
About Harmonics  
As we mentioned before, pitch is the frequency of sound wave. Though the musical 
sound except from what we perceive as pitch, it contains various higher frequencies that 
are called harmonics or overtones. The harmonics do not contribute to the fundamental 
frequency (pitch) of a sound, but its brightness. When an oscillator produces a sine wave, 
it produces only the fundamental pitch. When it produces a square wave though, it 
basically produces a sine wave with the odd number harmonics on it and so on. 
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Noise Generator 
It produces random amounts of voltage rise and fall which is perceived from the human 
ears as a sharp sibilant sound (hiss).  
-White Noise: The sound rises and falls randomly in a way that there is equality of the 
energy per unit bandwidth 
-Pink Noise: The sound rises and falls randomly in a way that there is equality of energy 
in every octave. 
 
 
Sound Modifiers 
 
Filters 
In sound synthesis, a sound filter is a device which filters various sound particles 
(harmonics) when a row sound passes through it. Sound filters can filter the sound in a 
great deal of different ways by using various user-changeable parameters. Moreover, a 
few number of different filter types are available. Filters are characterized by how they 
allow one part of the frequency spectrum (known as the pass band) to pass through and 
how they significantly reduce another part of the spectrum (known as the stop band). The 
filters are devices which eliminate or modify the selected frequencies of the sound. 
Filtering function begins when the amplitude response passes from the pass band to the 
stop band. The point where the filtering function begins is called ‘cut-off point’ or the 
‘cut-off frequency’. On a synthesizer, the filters can be applied inside the cutoff 
frequency creating resonance, which makes frequencies oscillate at the maximum 
amplitude. If the resonance is high, a sound will be produced even if there is no incoming 
audio signal. There are four basic types of filters, namely low-pass, high-pass, band-pass 
and band-reject. The two basic types we would like to lay our hands in this project are: 
 
Low pass filter: It allows the frequencies below the cut-off point to pass through with 
little change while it reduces those above significantly. 
 
High pass filter: It is the opposite of the low-pass filter. It allows the frequencies above 
the cut-off point to pass through with little change while it reduces those below 
significantly.  
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(up: Low Pass Filter, Down : High pass Filter) taken from “Beginning Synthesizer Helen 
Casabona and David Frederick” 
 
 
Filter resonance  
“Resonance can be defined as the frequency or frequencies at which an object vibrates in 
sympathy with itself or with external vibrationl phenomena.”3 Filters as well can be 
equipped with similar behavior. Resonance filters include a parameter which allows the 
users to regulate the amount of resonance. Filter resonance is usually referred to as 
emphasis or Q. This is used for emphasizing the frequencies around the cut-off point by 
regulating the regulating the ‘sharpness’ or resonant character of the tone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
________________________________________________ 
3
 Simon Millward : Sound Synthesis with VST instruments page 45
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Cut-off and Resonance 
The two basic controls on a filter are the ‘cut-off ‘control which determines the level of 
the cutoff frequency and the ‘resonance’ control that determines the amount of resonance 
that will be applied. Because they produce among the most predictable influence upon the 
character of the sound, these two are usually the first choices for the users who enjoy 
tweaking the synthesizer parameters. For instance, the cut-off regulates the high 
frequency content (brightness) of the sound while the resonance controls the emphasis at 
the cut-off point (sharpness).  When resonance is set at high levels, it may also go into 
‘self oscillation’ which produces a ‘ringing sound’. If we turn the cutoff all the way 
down, the filter does not allow any frequencies to come through which creates absolute 
‘dull’ sound. The higher the Cutoff control is set, the more harmonics come through the 
filter and there is a bright effect on the sound. The resonance control can determine rate 
of filtering the frequencies above and below the cutoff frequency. The higher the 
resonance, the higher the filtering rate is. A rich palette of timbre possibilities can be 
obtained by balancing the relative levels of the cut-off and resonance controls.   
  
Voltage Controlled Amplifier (VCA) 
One of the characteristics of a waveform is its amplitude. The amplitude decides the 
loudness of a sound wave and it is measured from the two extreme points of a wave. The 
VCA controls the amplitude of waveform; but it does not control how loud a pitch shall 
be but the change of its loudness over time. 
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Control Voltage Sources 
 
Keyboard 
On a synthesizer the keyboard is used to decide which frequencies shall be played. When 
a key is hit, a voltage control signal is send to the oscillators and the envelope generators. 
The form of the keyboard of a synthesizer is relevant to the keyboard of a piano, but it is 
possible to include only a few basic octaves since we can determine which octaves can be 
played from the oscillator.  
 
Sequencer 
It is a device that allows the user to compose, record, edit and playback sound sequences.  
 
Sample N’ Hold 
It is a device (either internal or external) which takes incoming voltage, samples it, and 
then puts it out a signal until it receives a new voltage. 
 
Envelope Generator 
The envelope generator is a device that can be applied to any voltage controlled device 
on a synthesizer in order to change the shape of a sound. The four more common controls 
on an envelope generator are attack, decay, sustain and release. The envelope decides 
how the sound should change over time; how fast the note should reach its peak time etc. 
In details: 
 
-Attack decides how fast a sound should reach its peak (fast attack means the sound 
should reach its peak point right after we have struck a key and slow attack means that it 
takes some more time to reach the peak point after we struck a key) 
-Decay is the amount of time it takes for sound to fall after its peak point 
-Sustain decides the loudness level of a sound after its peak point. When the sound 
reaches this level, it stays until we release the key. 
-Release is the fade out time of a sound after the release of the key. 
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An envelope can be applied to any VC device on a synthesizer, which gives a different 
effect to our sound and especially to its attack phase: 
 
-VCA envelope decides the volume change of the sound. 
-VCF envelope decides the cutoff frequency’s rise. 
-VCO envelope decides the pitch change.  
 
The most common time of envelope generator is the ADSR envelope. Though there are a 
few variations that a synthesizer may include:  
 
-AR envelope, which includes only the attack and release stages. This envelope is usually 
additional. 
-DADSR envelope includes the delay stage before the attack stage, and it decides how 
much time it takes for the attack stage to begin since we have struck a key. 
-An advanced ADSR envelope with the break point and slope that are place between the 
decay and sustain level. Break point decides the level that the decay should drop before 
the slope stage, which can go up and down to the sustain level. 
 
taken from “Beginning Synthesizer Helen Casabona and David Frederick” 
 
 
 
Low Frequency Oscillator (LFO) 
The Low Frequency Oscillator is a device that produces frequencies below 20 Hz that 
affect the frequency we hear. LFO has the characteristic to change over time 
continuously. Depending on which VC we apply the LFO, we get a different result: 
 
- If LFO is applied on the VCA, it makes the amplitude to jump between (modulations) 
the two extremes (tremolo).  
- If LFO is applied on the VCO, it makes the sound modulate between two pitches. 
Depending on the type of the sound wave, LFO gives a different effect to what we hear. 
- If LFO is applied on the VCF, the sound modulate between two cutoff frequencies 
causing the wah -wah effect 
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taken from “Beginning Synthesizer Helen Casabona and David Frederick” 
 
There are as well different kinds of LFO wave shapes similar to the waveform we get 
from an oscillator: 
 
-Sine or triangle waveform causes a continuous modulation. 
-Square waveform causes a stepped
 
modulation. 
-Sample and hold causes a random modulation. 
-The sawtooth waveform causes a continuous modulation in the beginning and then a 
stepped modulation (depending on the shape of the sawtooth). 
 
The way LFO is controlled is by a few controls that are usually on every synthesizer: 
 
-The destination control that decides on which VC device the LFO shall be applied. 
-The waveform control that decides the wave shape of the LFO signal 
- The rate/speed control that decides how fast the LFO modulation will happen 
-The amount/intensity control that decides the amount of the modulation. 
 
Performance Controls 
There usually two wheel on a synthesizer that are called performance wheel. The purpose 
of these wheels is to help the musician to change pitch and occur modulation immediately 
with changing much of the presets. These two wheels are place on most synthesizers on 
the bottom left corner: 
 
The pitch-bending wheel 
When moving the pitch bending wheel, a change in the pitch is occurred; if moving it up , 
the pitch is change by x octaves higher( we decide the number of octaves from before) 
and moving down, the pitches changes by x octaves lower. There are no rules how to use 
this wheel, but it depends on the effect the user needs to make in the pitch change. 
 
The modulation wheel  
Modulation occurs when LFO is applied to the frequency. The modulation wheel is 
meant to allow the user to control the amount of the modulation. 
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MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) 
  
At the convention of the Audio Engineering in 1981, Dave Smith, President of Sequential 
Circuits proposed for something called ‘USI (Universal Synthesizer Interface). The basis 
idea of his proposal came from discussion among several electronic musical instrument 
manufacturers. After further discussion and modification of the proposal, an agreement 
was made in 1982 for what was now called ‘MIDI’. The details were ironed out later and 
the ‘MIDI 1.0 Specification’ was published in 1983. Many considered MIDI as the birth 
of a new era in music and it was as important as the development of the analog 
synthesizers in the mid-1960s. 
 
What is MIDI? 
 
“MIDI is the glue that holds modern musical electronics together.”3 Just like the meaning 
of ‘interface’, MIDI allows different instruments to connect or communicate with 
computer and each other. However, the initial purpose of MIDI was just to allow two 
synthesizers to be connected so that when a key on one is pressed, you could have both of 
them play. 
 
The “communication” between these machines is achieved by using the MIDI language. 
Just like other computer languages, MIDI language consists of numbers (binary numbers 
0 and 1, recall digital synthesis) which can be interpreted and influenced by the 
microprocessors in electronic musical instruments. The MIDI language consists of MIDI 
words that can create MIDI messages (a more detailed explanation of MIDI messages can 
be found later in this chapter), which carry information that decides the synchronization 
of devices, the events that are performed etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
3
 John F. Eiche : What’s a synthesizer? P.47 
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Midi Connections 
  
MIDI cables are used for plugging into musical instruments and related equipments. The 
standard MIDI cable has a five-pin plug on each end. Each plug fit into something called 
MIDI port. There are three different types of MIDI ports: MIDI IN, MIDI OUT and 
MIDI THRU (though not all MIDI devices are equipped with all three).  
To control a synthesizer remotely, (which is the simplest use of MIDI) a MIDI cable is 
used to connect the MIDI OUT of a synthesizer to MIDI IN of another. This is known as 
‘master- slave’ setup. 
 
 
 
____________________________________________________ 
The picture of the master-slave setup is taken from John F. Eiche: What’s a synthesizer p.49 
 
By playing the keyboard of the ‘master’, it will cause the ‘slave’ to sound at the same 
time. However, what is sent over the MIDI cable is information (data), not the sound. A 
master-slave set up is not only between two synthesizers but can also be a remote 
keyboard controller and an expander module, or a sequencer and a synthesizer or other 
MIDI-equipped instrument etc. The MIDI IN and MIDI OUT ports of both units are used 
for recording and playback with a sequencer:   
 
 
______________________________________________________ 
The picture is taken from John F. Eiche: What’s a synthesizer p.49 
 
 
In order to add more slaves in series, the MIDI THRU port of the slave unit is used. This 
is called ‘daisy-chaining’. 
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However, the disadvantage of connecting two or more slaves is that further slaves in the 
chain may not play accurately. To avoid this, you can use ‘MIDI THRU box’ which 
produces several parallel THRU signals from one IN.  
 
 
 
MIDI channels 
 
The way that MIDI channels work is similar to TV channels. In order to receive what is 
being transmitted, an instrument needs to be “tuned” to the proper channel. For example, 
let’s take a look at a symphony. You could record the sound of a flute on channel 1, and 
set a proper sampling instruments to that channel for playback; if the sound of strings 
were on channel 2, you might want to set three different expander modules to that 
channel; if the trombone part were on channel 3, a synthesizer could be set to that 
channel with the appropriate patch etc. A single MIDI cable can be used to transmit any 
or all MIDI channels. 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________ 
The picture of the MIDI channels is taken from John F. Eiche: What’s a synthesizer p.50 
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The last thing to be discussed in this part is the MIDI modes. MIDI modes decide how 
one or all of the 16 MIDI channels should be handled by a MIDI device. The 4 MIDI 
modes are:  
 
Mode 1: Omni On, Polyphonic 
Mode 2: Omni On, Monophonic 
Mode 3: Omni Off, Polyphonic  
Mode 4: Omni Off, Monophonic 
Polyphonic means that MIDI messages are being produced to all 16 Channels by the 
MIDI device, while monophonic means that the messages are being produced only to the 
device’s current channel. 
Omni On means that the MIDI device will respond to any MIDI messages that are sent 
over the 16 MIDI channels, while   Omni Off means that it will respond only to the 
messages that are sent over the device’s current channel. 
MIDI Data Filters 
Some number of controls for enabling and disabling the transmission and reception of 
specific MIDI data such as pitch-bend (the controller to obtain pitches), aftertouch (which 
allows the player to control the sound after the key has been pressed) and velocity can be 
found in a MIDI instrument. These controls are switches and use for determining whether 
the specific data will be transmitted or not. When they filter specific messages from the 
data stream, the controls are considered as data filters. 
 
The various types of MIDI data filters are:  
• MIDI On/Off. 
• System Exclusive On/Off. 
• Pitch-Bend On/Off. 
• Modulation On/Off. 
• Program Change On/Off. 
• Pressure On/Off. 
• Velocity On/Off. 
• Volume On/Off and Sustain On/Off. 
• Local On/Off. When this parameter is off, the synthesizer will not produce the 
sound from the notes that are played on its own keyboard, but these notes will be sent 
out to the any receiving slaves.  
 
 
MIDI and the computer connection 
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Since MIDI is the digital interface, a great number of MIDI products have something to 
do with computers. Here, we need to keep in mind that MIDI is only compactable with 
MIDI equipped devices. The first thing necessary for a computer to “speak MIDI” is an 
interface. Therefore, you might need to acquire some sort of adaptor in order to connect 
to MIDI cables if your computer does not have MIDI ports. The second thing necessary is 
the proper MIDI software for your computer. There are several kinds of software 
available commercially depending on different purpose.  
 
 
MIDI Messages 
 
In this section, we will briefly discuss the way that MIDI devices communicate with a 
computer. As mentioned before, a MIDI device is sending information (data) to the 
computer when we interact with it (e.g. pressing a key on the keyboard). These data are 
called MIDI messages and they consist of 1 to 3 bytes, which are 10-bit words. The first 
and the last bit of a bye are 0 and 1 that are called START and STOP bit. The rest bits 
between this two are the ones that they are the actual information. The bytes can be 
categorized in status and data bytes. The message starts with a status byte followed from 
0 to 2 data bytes.  
 
MIDI messages can be divided into 2 big categories, which also contain some sub 
categories:  
 
1) Channel Messages 
2) System Messages  
 
 
Channel Messages 
 
Channel messages can be applied to 1 of the 16 channels and they are divided in another 
two sub categories, depending on where they operate: 
- Channel Voice messages 
- Channel Mode messages 
 
Channel voice messages are carrying information about the musical events that are to be 
played. The commands of the channel voice messages are: 
 
i. Note On Event 
ii. Note Off Event 
iii. Polyphonic Key Pressure 
iv. Control Change  
v. Program Change 
vi. Channel Pressure  
vii. Pitch Bend 
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Channel mode messages are carrying information about the MIDI mode that is applied. 
The commands of the channel mode messages are: 
i. Omni Mode Off 
ii. Omni Mode ON 
iii. Mono mode On 
iv. Poly Mode On 
v. Local Control  Off 
vi. Local Control On 
vii. All Notes Off 
 
System Messages 
 
Types of data regarding timing and synchronization, which don’t affect the channel 
designs, are included in the Midi System Messages that are divided in System Common 
Messages, System Real Time Messages and System Exclusive Messages. 
 
System common messages contain data regarding the synchronization of MIDI 
equipments and other equipment (e.g. audio equipment).  
 
System real time messages contain data that synchronize all the clock-based equipment 
(e.g. sequencers) 
 
System Exclusive Messages contain data like samples or patches between MIDI devices.  
 
The commands of the System Messages are:  
i. Begin System Exclusive 
ii. MIDI  Time Code 
iii. Song Position Pointer 
iv. Song Select 
v. Tune Request 
vi. End System Exclusive 
vii. Timing Clock 
viii. Start 
ix. Continue 
x. Stop 
xi. Active Sensing 
xii. System Reset 
 
MIDI Clocks and MIDI Time Code 
 
One of the most fascinating parts in the MIDI technology is the way that master and slave 
devices synchronize (e.g. a sequencer with a drum machine), in order to get both played 
on the same tempo simultaneously.  The way that this is accomplished is by having the 
master to send several messages to the slave device that are called MIDI clock Messages.  
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The rate that the master sends these messages depends on its tempo and it is divided on 
equal intervals: 
• 3 MIDI clocks on a  thirty-second second note 
• 6 MIDI clocks on a sixteenth note 
• 12 MIDI clocks on a eight note 
• 24 MIDI clocks on a quarter note 
 
So if a slave device counts 6 MIDI clock messages it  “understands” that a sixteenth note 
has passed and so on. MIDI clocks are tempo-dependant, which means that at the tempo 
of 120 Beats-Per-Minute there are 120-quarter notes, so there are 24 * 120 MIDI clocks 
per minute. 
 
In the case that the master does not need the slave device to start from its start point but 
in another certain cue point on a MIDI beat, the master sends a Song Position Pointer 
message that contains the required information to highlight the starting cue beats.      
 
As mentioned before, MIDI clock messages depend on musical beats for the timing and 
synchronization. An alternate way for synchronizing two devices is by using the MIDI 
Time Code (MTC), which based on the SMPTE timing (hours: minutes: seconds: 
frames). The MTC is basically an protocol within MIDI and is being transmitted as MIDI 
messages :  
 
• Quarter Frame messages are similar to the MIDI clock messages and they 
are send 4 by every SMPTE frame.  
• Full Frame messages are used to cue at a specific point (similar to Song 
Pointer messages).  
• Notation Information messages are used to setup devices that are going to 
be used by a user and they are 2: The Time signature and the Bar Marker. 
• Setup messages are used by the master to tell the slaves devices, which 
one of the 19 events has to be performed. 
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Virtual Studio Technology 
 
In the following section, we will discuss more about the VST technology by starting with 
some general information about what is VST and what is a VST plug-in in general terms. 
Then we will focus on the technology behind the VST SDK package, which gives the 
possibility to programmers to create their own plug-ins, and the usage of different 
elements and methods in order to produce and model sounds.  
What is VST?  
VST is an interface for connecting software audio synthesizers and effects to audio 
editors and computer recording systems. VST is an alternative to traditional recording 
studio and physical instruments. VST uses Digital Signal Processing to simulate 
traditional recording studio and its physical instruments with equivalent computer 
software.  Instead of routing the audio sound out of a computer, pass through physical 
hardware effects units and then back into the computer, all the routing is done internally 
in VST. With a powerful enough computer, you can do traditional studio functions such 
as real time effects processing, utilizing either a MIDI controller or through envelope 
tweaks using MIDI in VST. VST is invented and developed by Steinberg, makers of one 
of the most well-known and robust music software; ‘Cubase’.  
VST provides a GUI (Graphical User Interface) and therefore controls which are 
generally similar to the physical switches and knobs on audio hardware are displayed on 
the computer screen. Exact values for parameters can also be entered by using the 
keyboard in some software. Alternatively, MIDI physical controllers can be used to 
control the software. 
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A MIDI controller picture taken from http://www.sonicwalker.com/wp-
content/uploads/2007/01/faderfox-ld2.jpg  
 
 
 
VST plug-in 
A VST plug-in is an audio process in most general sense. Note that a VST plug-in is not 
an application. It can only be used through a host application (such as Cubase or Ableton) 
that handles the audio streams and enables the process the VST plug-in supplies. 
 
Ableton host application picture taken from http://www.imartron.com/pd/final/images/AbletonSetup.png 
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In usual aspect, a VST plug-in takes a stream of audio data, then applies a process to the 
audio and send it back to the host application. The processor of the computer is normally 
used to perform such a process, not necessarily dedicated digital signal processors. The 
VST plug-in breaks the audio stream into a series of blocks. The blocks are supplied in 
sequence by the host. The host and its current environment control the block size. 
However, the host does not need to know the plug-in process to be able to use it. It is the 
VST plug-in that sustains all parameters and statuses that refers to the running process.  A 
VST plug-in is a black box from the perspective of the host. The black box encapsulates 
an arbitrary number of inputs, outputs, and associated parameters. There are two major 
types of VST plug-ins, with lots of different varieties:  
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VST instruments – Also know as VST synths or VSTi, emulates the real physical 
synthesizers and sampler units. They can be played in real time just as other instruments, 
or can also be used in conjunction with MIDI for live performance. VST instruments 
response MIDI input and generate sound normally from a sequencer or keyboard. VST 
instruments can be divided into two main categories; samplers - which play back 
recorded sounds, and synthesizers - which generate sound mathematically. Meanwhile, 
some instruments (such as ‘Cameleon 5000’) allows the user to analyse samples and then 
re-synthesise them by staying in the gray area between sampling and synthesis,. 
Generally speaking, VST instruments are a software/ virtual version of a piece of 
hardware/ physical instruments. Some VST instruments emulate the look and feel of 
well-known hardware synthesizer devices and sampler devices besides its sonic 
characteristics. For instance, Hammond B3 VST soft synth is the software version of the 
Hammond organ. Neon VSTi was one of the first VST instruments and was in the 
package of Steinberg’s Cubase.  
 
Neon VSTi picture taken from http://www.kvraudio.com/get/74.html 
 
VST effects – Similar to any other type of audio effect, VST effects are used to process 
audio. VST effects produce a modified output by processing the incoming audio. 
Distortion, compression, reverb, delay and filters are some of the most common effects 
among others. VST effects can be used most effectively in real time when coupled with a 
low-latency soundcard that supports ASIO (Audio Stream Input Output). VST 
equivalents to every type of hardware audio effect can be found nowadays. One of the 
most well-known VST effects bundle is the WaveLab 6 package offered by Steinberg.  
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STEINBERG’S VST Plug-Ins SDK 2.3 
 
As mentioned before Steinberg Technology provides to the private users a non-
commercial package of C++ classes that make possible to program plug-in instruments 
and effects. The Steinberg’s VST plug-in standard is supported by almost all of 
sequencing applications by works differently on different platforms. On windows, the 
plug-in is a DLL (Dynamic Link Library) while on Mac OS X is a bundle. The class 
implementation though is identical to any platform. It is also very important to emphasize 
on the fact that in this project we implement our plug in class using the jVSTwRapper 
classes, which means that the following explanations regarding the VST SDK might 
differ a bit from our actual code that is provided in the project (regarding the syntax of 
methods etc). In addition we have to clarify that the following section is regarding to the 
VST SDK version 2.3. Latest version might differ in some basic aspects.  
 
The base class of the VST SDK is the AudioEffect class that was provided at the first 
version of the VST package and contained methods regarding audio processing, program 
and parameter handling as well some more technical information about the plug-ins 
communication with host, about what plug-in is able to do and so on. With the second 
version of the VST SDK and its upgrades the AudioEffectX class is provided, which 
basically inherits the AudioEffect class and it is compatible with the VSTSDK 1.0 
speculations.  
 
Audio Processing Methods 
 
process() and processReplacing() are the two audio processing methods that are provided 
with the VST SDK. While the process() method must be implemented, the  
processReplacing() is optional but recommended(though at the VST SDK 2.4 version, the 
processReplacing() is necessary and a process called processDoubleReplacing() is 
optional). The process() applies input data to the processing algorithm and sends the 
result to the output buffer(input and output buffers are provided by the host application). 
The processReplacing() just overwrites the output buffer.  
 
 
virtual void process (float **inputs, float **outputs, long 
sampleFrames) {} 
 
virtual void processReplacing (float **inputs, float **outputs, 
long sampleFrames) {} 
 
Parameter Handling Methods 
 
The following methods are used when changes in the plug-in’s parameter are occurred. It 
is highly important to notify that the parameter values must be float point numbers in the 
range of 0.0 to 1.0. These are the basic parameter methods;  
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virtual void setParameter (long index, float value){} 
sets the value of an index parameter 
 
virtual float getParameter (long index){} 
returns the value of the index parameter 
 
virtual void getParameterLabel(long index, char *label){} 
sets the measurement unit of a parameter in a string (e.g. “db” for volume) 
 
virtual void getParameterDisplay (long index, char *text){} 
sets the amount of the measurement unit in a string( e.g. “60” (for volume 60 db etc) )  
 
virtual void getParameterName (long index, char *text){} 
sets the name of a parameter in a string ( e.g. “Volume Level”) 
 
Program Handling Methods 
Programs are the different presets of the plug-in and refer to the current state of the 
instrument.  
 
virtual long getProgram (){} 
returns the presets index 
 
virtual void setProgram (long program){} 
sets the preset status according to the program 
 
virtual void setProgramName (char *name){} 
sets to a string the presets name 
 
virtual void getProgramName (char *name){} 
returns the name of the program 
 
virtual bool getProgramNameIndexed (long category, long index, 
char *text){} 
sets the name to a program in a category, which makes possible for the host to list the 
programs(presets) 
 
 
Change of Status Methods 
 
The VST SDK provides a couple of methods that refer to the status of the plug in. The 
resume(){} method is called if the plug in is switch on , while the suspend(){} method is 
called when the plug in is off. If the host application is changed by the host application 
then the setSampleRate (float sampleRate){} sets the plug-in’s sample rate to its default 
value. The sample rate is returned with the getSampleRate() method. 
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Setup Methods 
 
The following methods are called at the plug-in’s construction time.  
 
virtual void setUniqueID (long iD){} 
sets the id of the plug. The host will identify the plug in by this iD. 
 
virtual void setNumOutputs(/setNumInputs) (long outputs){} 
sets the number of outputs/inputs that will be handled by the plug-in. 
 
 
VST GUI 
 
The Steinbergs VST SDK, since it is a standard and confusion between different 
programming technique has to be avoided, provides the programmers with some 
interesting tools for implement GUI. In this project we will not implement a GUI, but 
will use the one that the host application can provide. Even though, we found it necessary 
to include a small reference to the choices that readers can have if they are willing to 
program their own plug-in and provide a GUI to it (more detail can be found in the 
official VST SDK specification documentation).  
 
There are basically three possibilities that developers have considering the GUI of their 
plug in : 
 
1) Rely on the GUI, which is provided it by the host, which is usually very simple 
contain the names and values of parameters. 
2) Use the AEffEditor class, which provides the developers with basic elements like 
knobs, sliders etc. Though, using this technique has the disadvantage that the 
implementation can not be platform independent. 
3) Use the AEffGUIEditor class which is similar to the AEffEditor but easier to 
implement platform independent GUI. 
 
 
Using the classes provided by Steinberg, an extraordinary GUI can be implemented. 
Some really advance plug-ins provide GUI, which is an actual representation of the 
physical synthesizers in every single detail.  
 
Finish this section, it has to be mentioned that in Steinberg VTS SDK are included many 
more methods than the ones we referred to. But off course we found interesting only to 
refer to one that have an actual impact in our project and we use them in order to succeed 
our goal. For more information about the VST SDK, readers can find a pdf version of the 
Steinbergs VST SDK specification available on the internet for no fee.  
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The Design/Implementation Of The Plug In   
 
After studying all these elements that were shown until now in this report, we started our 
plug-in implementation. We have implemented our class using the ECLIPSE IDE and 
using the JvstWrapper tools as external libraries imported to our project. The first step to 
the implementation is to design (sketch) our purpose. We have decided to create a 
synthesizer which has the following parameters :  
 
• An oscillator that creates sine and saw tooth with variable frequency values 
decided by the user. 
• A amplifier that is basically the master volume (no separate amplifier for the 
oscillator is needed since it is only one oscillator) 
• A low pass filter with variable cutoff and resonance values that can be decided by 
the user. 
  
 
These functions can easily model (synthesize) many different sounds with the 
combinations of different values. The following picture is the schematic of the plug-in we 
attempt to create and represents graphically the way our components are connected: 
 
 
 
This schematic was made in a program called Synthmaker, which allows the user to 
create combining pre-made components. In this project we just used it to present our 
schematic nicely.  
 
What this is picture represents is actually what the reader need to understand in order to 
“see” how the sound is manipulated in the computer. Basically the user gives an input 
through the keyboard to the plug-in, and this input data are applied to the plug-in 
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algorithm that “translates” to midi data. The oscillator creates wave of a desired shaped 
and with a desired frequency. This waves going through the filter to the amplifier, and 
then to the audio processor that applies its algorithms and fetches the output buffers with 
data.  
This procedure is rather complicated when has to be described in mathematical terms in 
order to be compiled in JAVA language. As mentioned before, the process() and 
processReplacing() are the methods that are responsible for the audio handling. 
Depending on the number of parameter a synthesizer has, the processing methods can get 
really complicated.   
 
Notifications of the result plug in of the project 
 
In this section we have included a presentation of the basic elements of our code. The 
whole code is included in the Appendix of this project paper. We have to notify the 
reader that parts of the code has been written according to the example plug ins that are 
given with the JvstWrapper tools. Our purpose here is to present the ways that we have 
implemented the functions(parameters) of our plug in.  
 
Oscillator   
 
The first, and most important part, is create sound, which is produced of course from the 
oscillator. The oscillator we have made give the possibility to the user to adjust the 
waveform and the frequency of a note.  
 
As starting point, we have to tune up our synthesizer. The code for this action is:  
 
double kmulti = 1.0442737824274138403219664787399;  
     double cnote = 7.8291718639522551192138332013895;  
     for (int i = 0; i < NUM_FREQUENCIES; i++)  
 
     {  
 
       KEYBOARD[i] = (float) cnote; 
 
       cnote *= kmulti; 
 
     } 
 
Basically we have to set the frequencies of the 128 midi notes . This is done by storing 
different double values in the KEYBOARD[] array list, with starting value of the c0(note 
number 1) note as 7.8291718639522551192138332013895 (Hz). Every note’s frequency 
is calculated by multiplying the previous note with the kmulti . This has been done 
empirically, which means that we have not followed the tuning standards(which require 
to set the middle C at 440HZ). The user has the possibility to increase(only) the 
frequency of the notes with the Frequency slider that is available in the GUI that will be 
provided by the host application. When the user moves the slider towards the maximum 
value, additional frequency value is added instantly to the base frequency value grading a 
higher pitch.   
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Then we have set up the waveforms. We have used the example waveforms from the 
JayXvstSynth  example that is given with  the jVstWrapper in order produce two forms 
of waves:  
  SAWTOOTH[i] = (float)(-1. + (2. * ((double)i / (double)WAVE_SIZE))); 
 long wh = WAVE_SIZE / 3; 
 PULSE[i] = (i < wh) ? -1.f : 1.f;  
 
The different values, which are stored in the waveform array lists, are called later in the 
process method, where along with the frequency of the midi note and the filter 
coefficients, the output of our synthesizer is calculated.  
 
process(..) 
{float wave[] = (this.waveShape < .5 && this.waveShape !=0 ) ? SAWTOOTH :PULSE  ; 
…. 
float baseFreq = KEYBOARD[this.currentNote & 0x7f] * this.Scaler; 
….. 
float freq = baseFreq + this.Frequency;  
wave[(int)Phase & mask] 
….} 
 
It is also very important to notify that in the host-provided GUI, the waveform is 
changing by moving the slider below 0.5 for Sawtooth and above for Pulse(it has a binary 
values). 
 
Amplifier 
 
Because we are using a single oscillator, we have implemented only one master 
amplifier. Usually when a synthesizer has more than one oscillator, there has to be 
volume level for each oscillator, as well a master oscillator.  
 
public float getVolume() { return this.volume; } 
public void setVolume(float v) { this.volume = v; } 
 
In the GUI, moving the slider to the maximum value will give the  maximum amplitude 
while the minimum will give no output. The value this.volume has to multiply the result of 
the played tone after filtering in the process method.  
 
Filter 
 
The most complicated part in the sound designing is the filter. Filters get the output of the 
oscillator and apply it to an algorithm that changes their amplitude at certain frequencies. 
These certain frequencies are decided by the cut off frequency(the first of the two filter 
parameters) while the resonance(second filter parameter) will decide the amount of 
resonating.  
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The first step in the filter designing is to calculate the filter coefficients. We have used 
the algorithm and code of the DreiNullDrei example’s filter, which is included in the 
JvstWrapper tools  :  
 
this.e1 = (float)Math.exp(6.109f + 1.5876f * this.envmod + 2.1553f * this.cutoff - 1.2f * (1.0f - 
this.resonance) 
 
 this.vcf_e0 = (float)Math.exp(5.613f - 0.8f * this.envmod + 2.1553f * this.cutoff - 0.7696f * (1.0f - 
this.resonance)); 
 
this.vcf_e0 = this.vcf_e0 * (float)Math.PI / this.SAMPLERATE; 
 
 this.e1 = this.e1 * (float)Math.PI / this.SAMPLERATE; 
 
 this.e1 = this.e1 - this.vcf_e0; 
 
These coefficients are used in the process method to filter the output of the oscillator : 
 
Process(..) 
{ 
….. 
w = this.vcf_e0 + this.vcf_c0; 
 
k = (float) Math.exp( -w / this.rescoeff) 
this.vcf_a = 2f * (float) Math.cos(2f * w) * k 
this.vcf_b = -k *k 
this.vcf_c = 1f - this.vcf_a - this.vcf_b; 
 
…… 
result = this.vcf_a * this.vcf_d1 + this.vcf_b * this.vcf_d2 +this.vcf_c * wave[(int)Phase & 
mask];               
…. 
}   
  
These algorithms are standard, provided by filter designers(lots of algorithms can be found at ; 
http://www.musicdsp.org/archive.php?classid=3#28), and have a different impact of filtering. The 
filter characteristics are basically two : the filter type(e.g. low pass, high pass, band-pass, and 
band reject) and the amplitude filtering amount(e.g. 24DB, which means that 24DB will be 
filtered per octave above or below the cutoff frequency depending the filter type). The filter 
which is provided with our plug in is a LP12 ,which stands for Low Pass 12 DB , and it filters 
24DB per octave above the cut off frequency. 
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Conclusion 
 
This project has been a real experience for the group members, as their interest in this 
area turned into knowledge and experience. The problems that were faced were many, 
mainly the lack of programming experience in the sound designing area, which was the 
main reason for the simple final solution that was made by modifying and using the 
example codes of the JvstWrapper tools and off course the contribution and 
experimenting of the individual group members. The result was a very simple synthesizer 
plug in which has the few basic parameters.  
The biggest problem was the implementing of the filter, which is one of the most 
interesting parts of the sound design area. In the beginning, there were several tries to 
implement different filter algorithms taken from http://www.musicdsp.org/ , but all the 
tries fail in the process. As last choice, the use of the filter that is used in the 
DreiNullDrei example plug in was proven successful.  
The overall result was satisfying as it was the first attempt ever of the group members in 
this particular area, which is rather complicated as it is a binding mathematics, physics 
and computer science. The main point of the problem formulation has been answered in 
any case, as the parameter of this plug in can be an example to show the ways of sound 
modeling, mostly regarding the amplitude and timbre of the sound. The only missing part 
has not been answer is how to model the shape of the sound, regarding fading in and out 
and peaking times. 
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Appendix 
 
import jvst.wrapper.*; 
 
import jvst.wrapper.valueobjects.*; 
 
 
 
public class SimpleSynth extends VSTPluginAdapter 
 
{ 
   
//instance fields  
 //general variable considering sample rate ,number of midi notes etc 
 private static final float ENV_INC = 64; 
 
 private static final int NUM_FREQUENCIES = 128; // 128 midi notes 
 
 private static final int WAVE_SIZE = 256 ;  // samples (must be power of 
2 here) 
 
 private int currentNote; 
 
 private int currentVelocity; 
 
 private int currentDelta; 
 
 private boolean noteIsOn;  
 
 private static final double MIDI_SCALER = 1.0D / 127.0D; 
 
 private static final int NUM_PROGRAMS = 16; 
 
 private static final int OUTPUTS = 1; 
 
 private int currentProgram; 
 
 private float SAMPLERATE; 
  
    //parameter variables  
 private float waveShape; 
 
 private float Frequency; 
 
 private float cutoff ; 
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 private float resonance; 
 
 private float volume; 
 
 private float Phase; 
 
 private float Scaler; 
  
 private float rescoeff, envmod, e1, vcf_e0, vcf_c0, vcf_a, vcf_d1, vcf_d2, vcf_b, 
vcf_c,vcf_k, envpos; 
  
    //declaring arrays  
 private int channelPrograms[] = new int[NUM_PROGRAMS]; 
  
 private static float SAWTOOTH[] = new float[WAVE_SIZE]; 
 
 private static float PULSE[] = new float[WAVE_SIZE]; 
  
  
 
 private static float KEYBOARD[] = new float[WAVE_SIZE]; 
  
 private SimpleSynthProgram[] programs = new 
SimpleSynthProgram[NUM_PROGRAMS]; 
  private float wave[] ; 
 
  
  
    //creating waveforms and tuning up the notes 
 static  
 
 { 
 
  //Makes WaveForms 
 
  long wh = WAVE_SIZE / 3;  
   
     for (int i = 0; i < WAVE_SIZE; i++)  
 
     { 
 
      SAWTOOTH[i] = (float)(-1. + (2. * ((double)i / (double)WAVE_SIZE))); 
 
      PULSE[i] = (i < wh) ? -1.f : 1.f; 
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     } 
 
      
 
  // Setting up the Frequencies to the 128 midi notes 
 
     double kmulti = 1.0442737824274138403219664787399; //12th root of 2 
 
     double cnote = 7.8291718639522551192138332013895;  // the value of the 
first of the midi notes.  
     for (int i = 0; i < NUM_FREQUENCIES; i++)      // the tuning has be done 
empirically, without follow the convention standards 
 
     { // 128 midi notes 
 
       KEYBOARD[i] = (float) cnote; 
 
       cnote *= kmulti; 
 
     } 
 
 } 
 
       
 public SimpleSynth(long wrapper)  
 
 { 
 
     super(wrapper); 
 
     log("Constructor SimpleSynth() START!"); 
 
      
 
     for (int i = 0; i < this.programs.length; i++) this.programs[i] = new 
SimpleSynthProgram(); 
 
     for (int i = 0; i < this.channelPrograms.length; i++) this.channelPrograms[i] = i; 
 
 
 
     this.setProgram(0); 
 
     this.setNumOutputs(OUTPUTS); 
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     //this.hasVu(false); //deprecated as of vst2.4 
 
     //this.hasClip(false); //deprecated as of vst2.4 
 
     this.canProcessReplacing(true); 
 
      
 
     this.isSynth(true); 
 
      
 
     this.setUniqueID(1234566); 
 
      
 
               this.SAMPLERATE = 44100f; 
 
      
 
     this.cutoff = this.resonance = this.envmod= 0f; 
 
     this.envpos = ENV_INC; 
 
      
 
     this.Phase = 0.f; 
 
     this.Scaler = (float)((double)WAVE_SIZE / 44100.0D); // we don't know the 
sample rate yet 
 
     this.noteIsOn = false; 
 
     this.currentDelta = 0; 
 
     this.setCutoff(0.5f); 
 
     this.setResonance(0.1f); 
 
     this.rescoeff = 1f; 
 
     this.vcf_a = this.vcf_b = this.vcf_d1 = this.vcf_d2 = this.vcf_c0 = this.vcf_e0 = 
this.e1 = 0; 
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     this.suspend(); 
 
 
 
     log("Constructor SimpleSynth() INVOKED!"); 
 
     //this.canMono(true); 
 
        
 
 } 
 
  
     //really important to ask for events b 
  public void resume()  
 
  { 
 
      this.wantEvents(1);  
 
  } 
 
  
  
 public void setSampleRate(float sampleRate)  
 
 { 
 
     this.Scaler = (float)((double)WAVE_SIZE / (double)sampleRate); 
 
 }   
  
  
  /**The following methods handle the plug in programs, which are the preset of 
the VST plug in */ 
  
 //getProgram() returns the presets index 
 public int getProgram() { return this.currentProgram; } 
  
 //setProgram() sets the preset according to the index 
 public void setProgram(int index)  
 
 { 
 
     if (index < 0 || index >= NUM_PROGRAMS) return; 
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     SimpleSynthProgram dp = this.programs[index]; 
 
     this.currentProgram = index; 
 
      
 
     this.setParameter(SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_VOLUME, 
dp.getVolume()); 
 
   
 
     this.setParameter(SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_WAVESHAPE, 
dp.getWaveShape() ); 
 
     this.setParameter(SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_Frequency, 
dp.getFrequency()); 
 
     this.setParameter(SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_CUT_OFF, 
dp.getCutoff() ); 
 
     this.setParameter(SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_RESONANCE, 
dp.getResonance() ); 
 
          
 
 } 
  
 //setProgramName() sets the preset name to  a string 
 public void setProgramName(String name)  
 
 { 
 
     this.programs[this.currentProgram].setName(name); 
 
 } 
  
 //getProgramName() returns the name of the preset 
 public String getProgramName()  
 
 { 
 
     String name; 
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     if (this.programs[this.currentProgram].getName().equals("Init"))  
 
     { 
 
       name = this.programs[this.currentProgram].getName() + " " + 
(this.currentProgram + 1); 
 
     } 
 
     else  
 
     { 
 
       name = this.programs[this.currentProgram].getName(); 
 
     } 
 
 
 
     return name; 
 
 } 
 
  
 public String getProgramNameIndexed(int category, int index) 
 { 
 
     String text = ""; 
 
     if (index < this.programs.length) text = this.programs[index].getName(); 
 
     if ("Init".equals(text)) text = text + " " + index; 
 
     return text; 
 
 } 
  
 //getNumPrograms() returns the number of preset of the plug in 
 public int getNumPrograms() { return NUM_PROGRAMS; } 
  
 /** The following methods occur when we have changes in the parametersS of 
the plug in  */  
 // setParameter() sets the value of an index parameter 
 public void setParameter(int index, float value)  
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 { 
 
   SimpleSynthProgram param = this.programs[this.currentProgram]; 
 
    
 
   switch (index)  
 
   { 
 
     case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_WAVESHAPE :  
 
     { 
 
           param.setWaveShape(value); 
 
           this.waveShape = value; 
 
           break; 
 
     } 
 
     case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_Frequency:  
 
     { 
 
           param.setFrequency(value); 
 
           this.Frequency = value; 
 
           break; 
 
         } 
 
     case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_VOLUME:  
 
     { 
 
           param.setVolume(value); 
 
           this.volume = value; 
 
           break; 
 
     } 
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     case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_CUT_OFF:  
 
     { 
 
           param.setCutoff(value); 
 
           this.setCutoff(value); 
 
           break; 
 
     } 
 
    case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_RESONANCE:  
 
    { 
 
           param.setResonance(value); 
 
           this.setResonance(value); 
 
           break; 
 
    } 
 
   }       
 
 } 
 
 //getParameter() return the value of a parameter 
 public float getParameter(int index) 
 
 { 
 
   float result = 0; 
 
 
 
      switch (index)  
 
         { 
 
          case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_WAVESHAPE: result = 
this.waveShape; break; 
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          case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_Frequency: result = 
this.Frequency; break; 
 
          case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_VOLUME: result = this.volume; 
break; 
 
          case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_CUT_OFF: result = 
this.getCutoff(); break; 
 
          case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_RESONANCE: result = 
this.getResonance(); break; 
 
         }  
 
      return result; 
 
   } 
 
 //getParameterLabel() sets the measurement unit of a parameter in a string (e.g. db 
) 
 public String getParameterLabel(int index)  
 
 { 
 
     String label = ""; 
 
      
 
     switch (index)  
 
     { 
 
      case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_WAVESHAPE: 
 
         label = "Shape"; 
 
         break; 
 
          
 
      case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_Frequency: 
 
      label = "Hz"; 
 
            break; 
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      case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_VOLUME: 
 
         label = "dB"; 
 
         break; 
 
          
 
      case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_CUT_OFF: 
 
         label = "CutOff FQ"; 
 
         break; 
 
       
 
      case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_RESONANCE: 
 
         label = "Filt Reso"; 
 
         break; 
 
         
 
     } 
 
     return label ; 
 
    } 
 
 //getParameterDisplay() sets the amount of the measurement unit in a string (e.g. 
60(in case of volume 60 db )) 
 public String getParameterDisplay(int index)  
 
 { 
 
     String textName = ""; 
 
 
 
     switch (index)  
 
     { 
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        case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_WAVESHAPE:  
 
        { 
          
         if (this.waveShape < 0.5f ) textName = "Sawtooth"; 
 
         else if (this.waveShape > 0.5f ) textName = "Pulse"; 
 
         break; 
 
        } 
 
         
 
        case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_Frequency:  
 
        { 
 
          textName = Float.toString(this.Frequency); 
 
          break; 
 
        } 
 
         
 
        case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_VOLUME :  
 
        { 
 
         textName = this.dbToString(this.volume); 
 
         break ; 
 
        } 
 
         
 
        case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_CUT_OFF: 
 
        { 
 
         textName = Float.toString(this.getCutoff()); 
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         break; 
 
        } 
 
         
 
        case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_RESONANCE:  
 
        { 
 
          textName = this.dbToString(this.getResonance()); 
 
          break; 
 
        } 
 
     } 
 
     return textName;         
 
    } 
 
 //getParameterName() sets the name of a parameter in a string ( e.g. Amplitude 
level) 
 public String getParameterName(int index)  
 
 { 
 
     String label = ""; 
 
 
 
     switch (index)  
 
     { 
 
       case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_WAVESHAPE: 
label = "Wave Shape"; break; 
 
       case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_Frequency: label = 
"Frequency"; break; 
 
       case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_VOLUME: label 
= "Volume Level"; break; 
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       case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_CUT_OFF: label 
= "Cut Off"; break; 
 
       case SimpleSynthProgram.PARAM_ID_RESONANCE: 
label = "Resonance"; break; 
 
         
 
     } 
 
     return label; 
 
  } 
  
 //getNumParams() returns the number of parameters of the plug in 
   public int getNumParams() { return SimpleSynthProgram.NUM_PARAMS; } 
 
 public VSTPinProperties getOutputProperties (int index)  
 
 { 
 
     VSTPinProperties ret = null; 
 
 
 
     if (index < OUTPUTS)  
 
     { 
 
       ret = new VSTPinProperties(); 
 
       ret.setLabel("SimpleSynth " + (index + 1) + "d"); 
 
       ret.setFlags(VSTPinProperties.VST_PIN_IS_ACTIVE); 
 
       if (index < 2)  
 
       { 
 
      // make channel stereo 
 
         ret.setFlags(ret.getFlags() | VSTPinProperties.VST_PIN_IS_STEREO); 
 
       } 
 
     } 
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     return ret; 
 
   } 
   
  
 
  
 /**Methods about some product-vendor information  */ 
 public String getEffectName() { return "The CHristoStefanoSynthesizer"; } 
 public String getVendorString() { return "http://jvstwrapper.sourceforge.net/"; } 
   public String getProductString() { return "The ChristoStefanoSynthesizer"; } 
   public int getPlugCategory() { return 
VSTPluginAdapter.PLUG_CATEG_SYNTH; } 
    
    
   public boolean setBypass(boolean value) { return false; } 
    
    //The canD0() reports what the plug in is able to do !  
   public int canDo(String feature)  
 
   { 
 
       int ret = SimpleSynth.CANDO_NO; 
 
 
       if (SimpleSynth.CANDO_PLUG_RECEIVE_VST_EVENTS.equals(feature)) 
ret = SimpleSynth.CANDO_YES; 
 
       if 
(SimpleSynth.CANDO_PLUG_RECEIVE_VST_MIDI_EVENT.equals(feature)) ret = 
SimpleSynth.CANDO_YES; 
 
       if 
(SimpleSynth.CANDO_PLUG_MIDI_PROGRAM_NAMES.equals(feature)) ret = 
SimpleSynth.CANDO_YES; 
 
        
 
       return ret; 
 
   } 
   public boolean string2Parameter(int index, String value)  
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  { 
 
     boolean ret = false; 
 
 
 
     try  
 
     { 
 
        if (value != null) this.setParameter(index, Float.parseFloat(value)); 
 
        ret=true; 
 
     }  
 
     catch(Exception e) {log(e.toString());} 
 
 
 
     return ret; 
 
  } 
 
    public void process(float[][] inputs, float[][] outputs, int sampleFrames)  
 
   { 
 
 
     float w, k, result; 
    int mask = WAVE_SIZE - 1; 
 
 
 
     int start = 0; 
 
    //float[] out = outputs[0]; 
     
    float baseFreq = KEYBOARD[this.currentNote & 0x7f] * this.Scaler; 
    float freq = baseFreq + this.Frequency;  
     if (this.noteIsOn)  
 
     { 
 
      float[] out = outputs[0]; 
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      for (int j = 0; j < sampleFrames; j++)  
 
         { 
 
 
 
           if (this.envpos >= ENV_INC)  
 
           { 
 
             w = this.vcf_e0 + this.vcf_c0; 
 
             k = (float) Math.exp( -w / this.rescoeff); 
 
             //this.vcf_c0 = this.vcf_c0 * this.vcf_envdecay; 
 
             this.vcf_a = 2f * (float) Math.cos(2f * w) * k; 
 
             this.vcf_b = -k * k; 
 
             this.vcf_c = 1f - this.vcf_a - this.vcf_b; 
 
             this.envpos = 0; 
 
           } 
 
            
 
           if (this.waveShape > 0.5f)  
 
           { 
            float wave[] = (this.waveShape < .5 && this.waveShape !=0 ) ? 
SAWTOOTH :PULSE  ;; 
             result = this.vcf_a * this.vcf_d1 + this.vcf_b * this.vcf_d2+ this.vcf_c * 
this.rct(wave[(int)Phase & mask]); //* this.vca_a; 
             this.Phase += freq; 
                  
 
           } 
 
           else  
 
           { 
             
            float wave[] = (this.waveShape < .5 && this.waveShape !=0 ) ? 
SAWTOOTH : PULSE  ;; 
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             result = this.vcf_a * this.vcf_d1 + this.vcf_b * this.vcf_d2 +this.vcf_c * 
wave[(int)Phase & mask]; //* this.vca_a; 
             this.Phase += freq; 
                  
 
           } 
 
            
 
           this.vcf_d2 = this.vcf_d1; 
 
           this.envpos = this.envpos + 1; 
 
           this.vcf_d1 = result; 
 
            
 
           out[j] += result * this.volume; 
            
 
            
 
          
 
         }} 
 
       
 
       
   else 
 
   { 
 
      //note off 
 
      for (int i = 0; i < outputs[0].length; i++) 
 
      { 
 
       outputs[0][i] = 0; 
 
       //outputs[1][i] = 0; 
 
      } 
 
   } 
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   }//end of process method 
 
  //processReplacing is REPLACING the calculated floats to the output 
 
  public void processReplacing(float[][] inputs, float[][] outputs, int 
sampleFrames)  
 
   { 
 
   float w, k, result; 
     int mask = WAVE_SIZE - 1; 
 
      int start = 0; 
 
     //float[] out = outputs[0]; 
      
     float baseFreq = KEYBOARD[this.currentNote & 0x7f] * 
this.Scaler; 
     float freq = baseFreq + this.Frequency; // not really linear 
      if (this.noteIsOn)  
 
      { 
 
       float[] out = outputs[0]; 
 
       for (int j = 0; j < sampleFrames; j++)  
 
          { 
 
 
 
            if (this.envpos >= ENV_INC)  
 
            { 
 
              w = this.vcf_e0 + this.vcf_c0; 
 
              k = (float) Math.exp( -w / this.rescoeff); 
 
              //this.vcf_c0 = this.vcf_c0 * this.vcf_envdecay; 
 
              this.vcf_a = 2f * (float) Math.cos(2f * w) * k; 
 
              this.vcf_b = -k * k; 
 
              this.vcf_c = 1f - this.vcf_a - this.vcf_b; 
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              this.envpos = 0; 
 
            } 
 
             
 
            if (this.waveShape > 0.5f)  
 
           { 
             float wave[] = (this.waveShape < .5 && this.waveShape !=0 ) ? 
SAWTOOTH : PULSE  ;; 
              result = this.vcf_a * this.vcf_d1 + this.vcf_b * this.vcf_d2+ 
this.vcf_c * this.rct(wave[(int)Phase & mask]); //* this.vca_a; 
              this.Phase += freq; 
                   
 
            } 
 
            else  
 
            { 
              
             float wave[] = (this.waveShape < .5 && this.waveShape !=0 ) ? 
SAWTOOTH : PULSE  ;; 
              result = this.vcf_a * this.vcf_d1 + this.vcf_b * this.vcf_d2 
+this.vcf_c * wave[(int)Phase & mask]; //* this.vca_a; 
              this.Phase += freq; 
                   
 
            } 
 
             
 
            this.vcf_d2 = this.vcf_d1; 
 
            this.envpos = this.envpos + 1; 
 
            this.vcf_d1 = result; 
 
             
 
            out[j] += result * this.volume; 
          } 
       } 
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    else 
 
    { 
 
       //note off 
 
       for (int i = 0; i < outputs[0].length; i++) 
 
       { 
 
        outputs[0][i] = 0; 
 
        //outputs[1][i] = 0; 
 
       } 
 
    } 
 
      }//end of processReplacing method 
    
  public int processEvents (VSTEvents ev)  
 
   { 
 
    for (int i = 0; i < ev.getNumEvents(); i++)  
 
    { 
 
     if (ev.getEvents()[i].getType() != 
VSTEvent.VST_EVENT_MIDI_TYPE) continue; 
 
 
 
     VSTMidiEvent event = (VSTMidiEvent)ev.getEvents()[i]; 
 
     byte[] midiData = event.getData(); 
 
     int status = midiData[0] & 0xf0;// ignoring channel 
 
 
 
     if (status == 0x90 || status == 0x80)  
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     { 
 
       
 
      int note = midiData[1] & 0x7f; 
 
      int velocity = midiData[2] & 0x7f; 
 
      if (status == 0x80) velocity = 0; // note off by velocity  
 
 
      if (velocity==0 && (note == currentNote)) this.noteOff(); 
 
      else this.noteOn (note, velocity, event.getDeltaFrames()); 
 
     } 
 
     else if (status == 0xb0)  
 
     { 
 
      // all notes off 
 
      if (midiData[1] == 0x7e || midiData[1] == 0x7b)
 this.noteOff(); 
 
     } 
 
     } 
 
 
 
     return 1; // want more 
 
   } 
    
    
   private void noteOn(int note, int velocity, int delta)  
 
   { 
 
     currentNote = note; 
 
     currentVelocity = velocity; 
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     currentDelta = delta; 
 
     noteIsOn = true; 
 
     Phase = 0; 
 
   } 
   private void noteOff()  
 
   { 
 
     noteIsOn = false; 
 
   } 
 
 
   private void setCutoff(float c)  
 
   { 
 
     this.cutoff = c; 
 
     this.filterCoeffCalc(); 
 
   } 
   private float getCutoff() {return this.cutoff;} 
 
   private void setResonance(float r)  
 
   { 
 
     this.resonance = r; 
 
     this.rescoeff = (float)Math.exp(-1.20f + 3.455f * this.resonance); 
 
     this.filterCoeffCalc(); 
 
   } 
   private float getResonance() {return this.resonance;}; 
 
  //this method calculates the coefficients of the filter 
      private void filterCoeffCalc()  
 
   { 
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     this.e1 = (float)Math.exp(6.109f + 1.5876f * this.envmod + 2.1553f * this.cutoff - 
1.2f * (1.0f - this.resonance)); 
 
       this.vcf_e0 = (float)Math.exp(5.613f - 0.8f * this.envmod + 2.1553f * 
this.cutoff - 0.7696f * (1.0f - this.resonance)); 
 
      this.vcf_e0 = this.vcf_e0 * (float)Math.PI / this.SAMPLERATE; 
       this.e1 = this.e1 * (float)Math.PI / this.SAMPLERATE; 
 
       this.e1 = this.e1 - this.vcf_e0; 
 
       this.envpos = ENV_INC; 
 
   } 
 
   private float rct(float x) { if(x < 0f) return -0.5f; else return 0.5f; } 
 
} 
   
class SimpleSynthProgram 
 
{ 
 
  public final static int PARAM_ID_VOLUME = 0; 
  public final static int PARAM_ID_WAVESHAPE = 1; 
  public final static int PARAM_ID_Frequency = 2; 
  public final static int PARAM_ID_CUT_OFF = 3; 
  public final static int PARAM_ID_RESONANCE = 4; 
 
  public final static int NUM_PARAMS = PARAM_ID_RESONANCE + 1; 
 
  private String name = "Init"; 
  private float volume = 0.9F; 
  private float waveShape = 0.f; 
  private float Frequency = 0.01f; 
  private float cutoff = 0.5f; 
  private float resonance = 0.1f; 
  private float envMod = 1f; 
 
   
  public String getName() { return this.name; } 
 
     public void setName(String nm) { this.name = nm; } 
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     public float getVolume() { return this.volume; } 
 
     public void setVolume(float v) { this.volume = v; } 
 
      
 
     public void setWaveShape(float ws) { this.waveShape = ws; } 
 
     public float getWaveShape() { return this.waveShape; } 
 
      
 
     public float getFrequency() { return this.Frequency; } 
 
     public void setFrequency(float v) { this.Frequency = v; } 
 
      
 
     public float getCutoff() { return this.cutoff; } 
 
     public void setCutoff(float cf) { this.cutoff = cf; } 
 
      
 
     public float getResonance() { return this.resonance; } 
 
     public void setResonance(float res) { this.resonance = res; } 
 
     public float getEnvMod() { return this.envMod; } 
 
     public void setEnvMod(float v) { this.envMod = v; } 
 
   
 
} 
 
